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EFFECT  OF ST RU CT U RE O N  THE SH EA RI N G R ESI ST A N CE O F SAN D

L'  I N FLU EN CE DE LA STRUCTURE SUR LA RES I STA N CE  

AU C I SA I L L EM EN T  DU  SABLE

J . FED A, l n g , C Sc , D o c e n f

In si  i l u l e o f  T/ i eo r e  H ea l  a n d  A p p l i e d  M ec h a n i c s  

Cz e c h o s l o v a k  A c a d e m y  o f S c i e n c e s ,  Pr a g u e ,  Cz e c h o s l o v a k i a

SYNOPSIS The paper presents the results of standard trisxial compression tests of dry 
and saturated,medium to coarse sand.Both dense and loose saturated samples gave anomalous 
results in some cases.These results were produced by the presence of water,the cell pressu
re value,sample dimensions,and method of sample preparation.

A simple plane model of granular medium indicated that there were differences in the lo
cal and average porosities of that medium.Applying the model results to the tested samples 
one may conclude that in some cases the average initial porosity of the sample is not a sta
tistically significant parameter.This explains the measured anomalies.

INTRODUCTION

The development of soils is governed by 
the laws of probability.Soils are therefore 
in general non-homogeneous.For granular 
soils,attention has been drawn to this fact 
by several authors (Smith at al.,1929;Dantu, 
1957;Kallstsnius and Bergau,1961;Scott,1963; 
Feda,1966;and others).As a measure of this 
non-homogeneity,one may introduce.for granu
lar Boils,the mutual differences in porosity 
between small regions of a sample.The atruc- 
tum jo t a sample may be described in terms of 
the variability of local porosities.

The structure of a sample may fundamen
tally affect its mechanical properties.This 
possibility has been investigated in relati
on to the shearing resistance by the stan
dard triaxial compression test.

EXPERIMENTS

The tests were performed with the medium 
to coarse Zbraslav sand.Triaxial compression 
tests were performed at constant cell pre- 
ssures ofcrj = 1,2.5,and 4 kg/cm2;dia of ssm- 
ples was 1.5"and 4",height to dia ratio 2:1, 
rough end plattens were used.The rate of 
axial strain was constant in the range of 
0.025% to 0.4% par minute without any sensi
ble effect on the results.All tests were 
drained,samples were tested dry and satura
ted.
a)Preparation of samples

Sand.for loose samples ,dia 1.5" was di
rectly poursd into the sand sampler through 
a funnel.For dia 4",the sampler was filled 
In small batches by a spoon.The same funnel 
as for 1.5” samples was used in two 4"-dia

samplea with the same results as if the sam
ples were spooned (these tests are not quo
ted further).

Dense samples were vibrated inside the 
sampler by means of a vibrating rod of 1 cm 
dia,dry and saturated samples of both diame
ters were treated in the ssme way.
b)Results

The test results with saturated samples 
are presented in Fig.1.On the horizontal 
axis,the average initial porosity of the 
whole sample is indicated.The results with 
dry samples 1.5"dia are represented in this 
figure by a straight line (dry samples of 
larger diameter were not tested).The disper
sion of individual measured values around 
this straight line was rather small and at 
random.Fig.1 shows peak strengths only.

The results of tests with saturated sam
ples may be divided into 3 groups.The most 
numerous is the first group which confirms 
the relationship measured for dry sand.The 
second group comprises very dense samples 
tested at the cell pressure cj = 1 leg/cm . 
Their strength is greater than the average* 
The third group consists of loose samples 
of 4" dia whoae stramgth is lower than the 
average.Samples of the second and third 
groups therefore appear to be anomalous.

Fig.2 shows graphically the rate of vo
lume strain of samples as related to their 
strength.lt depends neither on the cell pre
ssure value nor on the dimensions of the 
samplea.The results are dispersed at random, 
without anomalies as in Fig.l.

Fig*3 presents tha relationship between 

the axial strain at failure and the average
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INITIAL POROSITY n0 

dia 1" dia 4" 
o <r ' » 10 kg/cm o  

2.5 - 

+  4.0 • .6-

Fig.l Peak shearing resistance of satura
ted samples of Zbraalav sand

INITIAL POROSITY n0

Fig*3 Relationship between the average
initial porosity of saturated send 
and its axial strain at failure 

(symbols as in Fig.l)

initial porosity of the sample.The annmniy  

of the second and third groups of Fig.l is 
striking again.

One aay conolude preliminarily that the 
anomalous behaviour only occurs with satu
rated samplss and only in the ease when the
ir mechanical properties are correlated with 
their average initial porosities.

INTERPRETATION OF TEST RESULTS

a)Poasible errors
The results could be affected by an in- 

acoorate determination of the average initi
al porosities,inaccurate measurement of the 
axial load of samples,and by the effect of 
neutral pressures (appliea to saturated sam
ples ).

Average initial porosity:The analysis of 
errors showed that the initial porosity was 
indicated with an aceuraoy greater than i%. 
Moreover,a possible error should bear a sta
tistical nature,and should therefore only 
increase the dispersion of results.This 1 »  
accuracy cannot,therefore,explain the anoma
lies recorded.

Axial load of aamplea:There may be an 
increase of the axial load due to the trans
versal load acting on the piston of the oell 
in a oase of asynstrlc sample failure.Sines 
in the present tests the failure surfaces 
were formed after peak strength was attained

3 4

f V V ,  la3,

Fig.2 Relationship between the rete of vo
lume etrein and strength in eeturated 
aamplea (symbols as in Fig.l)
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number of contacts for individual discs in- 
diostss ths local porosity of the medioa.The 
maximum number of contacts is 6,miniaua 1* 
Fir every stats of tbs aodsl one Bay draw 
tbs ieolinas of equal contact nnbers.Sue-

S H E A R I N G  R E S I S T A N C E  O F  S A N D
and because tbe failure of samplea in ano- 
aalous croups vas botb eyaaetric and aay- 
m e  trie, even this effect could not explain 
tbe results.

Neutral pressure:Iaperfect drainage of 
soaples might crsste positive and negative 
pore water pressures which for loose and 
dense ssaplea might decrease or increase, 
respectively,the cell pressure actually 
applied.Such an effect would be aore pro- 
nounoed with saaplss tested at saall cell 
pressure.Thin does not agree with the sam
ples of the third anoaalous group(loose 
saaples),where the value of cell pressure 
was irrelevant.

Above all,this explanation is at vari
ance with the data of Fig.2.Since the rate 
of voluae strain does not depend on the va
lue of cell pressure,the effect of neutral 
pressures should appear as an anomaly in 
thia graphical representation.

One aay therefore conclude that the be
haviour of samples was not affected by 
possible errors.The recorded results do ac
tually deacribe a different behaviour of 
tbe tested samples theaselves.
b)Structure of granular medium

The authors cited in the introduction 
have shown,by working with model media, 
that the structure of a granular medium is 
a quasi-crystallic.This conforms with the 
writer's tests using a very simple,two-di
mensional and vertical model of granular 
medium.Individual grains are represented by 
— »ii circular discs of equal diameter.The

plea for medium dense and dense media are on 
Fig*4*

It ia apparent that tbe medium oonaists 
of regions,clusters or islands with smaller 
or greater porosities than the average.Theae 
regions often form chaims.The tendenoy to 
form ohwins has been mentioned by Eallste- 
niue and Bergau(1961).The experiments of 
Dantu(1957) revealed that in a dense aediua 
the pressure is tranaaitted through the 
chains of denser regions.

The dense regions may be compared to 
grains of gravel.These regions amm surroun
ded by loose regions whioh aay be iaagined, 
e.g.,as plastic clay.Such gravelly-clayey 
soil behaves like gravel if the grains are 
in mutual contact so that they form chains 
or a skeleton tranaaitting the pressure.

If the grains of gravel are iaolated the 
soil behaves like clay.The greater the diffe
rence in porosities between dense and loose 
regions the aore pronounced is the structure 
of the soil.Structural effecta should there
fore be a function of the range of porositi
es, i.e. the difference between the maximal 
and Minimal porositiea of the sample (Db .t—

“min)*
The above idea forms a basis for the 

explanation of the values recorded.

NUMBER OF CONTACTS

4 - MEAN VALUE

NUMBER OF CONTACTS:

6
-MEAN VALUE 5,5

Fig.4 Isolines of equal numbera of contacta for medium denae and denee model medium
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c)Bxplsnation of the anomalies atuurtd in 
saturated samplaa
According to the teat resolta,the struc

ture of the aMplea dependa on the effect of 
vater (in dry aamplea no atructural effects 
were observed).on the dimensions of a emplee 
and,in connection with both preceding fac
tors, on the method of sample preparation.

Vater decreases,above all,the ainiaal 
porosity of sand.The average Minimal initial 
porosity of dry sand was nains 33.156,of sa
turated samplea î <n» 30.6%.In both oases 
vlbrstion of the same intensity was used.
This sffsct may bs explained by a decrease 
of intergranular pressurss(due to the water 
uplift),which in the oass of saturated sam- 
plss aade the vibration more effective.

Parallel shsar box tssts vare performed 
with dry and saturated aand under the condi
tion of no volume deformation (they are not 
quoted in the present paper),which did not 
indicate any difference between the inter- 
granular friction of dry and saturated sand.

D e n s s  s a m p l s  a:Intensive vibra
tion of saturated samples formed an extreme
ly dense skeleton (its porosity by extrapo
lation in Fig.l was about 26%),like the dense 

model medium in Fig.4.

Fig.5 pressnts ths rslativs numbers of 
model grains with the corresponding numbers 
of contacts.lt is apparent that the average 
number of contacts does not represent a sta
tistically significant parameter.By analogy, 
the strength end ths nxi«1 strain at failure 
of actual denae samples cannot be correlated 
with their average initial porosity,but 
with the porosity of the skeleton,i.e.with 
the «btímsI porosity.

With greater cell pressure,the deviator 
stress during ths tsst is greater and be
fore reaching the value of peak strength 
destruction of structure takes place.Tests
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Fig. 6 Effect of the stress level on the 
structural stability of the tested 
saturated sand and soma undisturbed 
aamples of a metastable loesB

with the cell pressure greater than l kg/cm 
therefore gave regular results.This explsna- 
tion,based on the assumption of structural 
metastability of dense samples,may be veri
fied if compared with another structurally 
metastable soil,s.g.with loess.Fig.6 shows 
the results of undisturbed loess samples 
whose structure collapsed e.g.if wetted in 
the oedometer.According to Fig.6 there is 
a close relation of both curves.

M e d i u m  d e n s e  s a m p l e s :  
From the regular frequency curve in Fig.5 one 
may conclude that in this case the average 
porosity is statistically significant.
The behaviour of samples is therefore regu
lar.

L o o s e  s a m p l e  s: These samples 
show a tendency to create isolated denss 
regions with the increase of the sample dia
meter.The strength (Fig.l) and the deforma
tion properties (Fig.3) of the 4" samples 
correspond to a porosity of about 40%,which 
agrees with the average porosity of the loo
sest dry samples.Due to the presence of iso
lated dense regions the average porosity of 
loose saturated 4" ssmples is lower.Since 
the dense regions are isolated,they are not 
destroyed by the time peak strength is rea
ched and cell pressure value is of no effect, 
in contrast to dsnse samples.

The decrease in strength with the in
crease in ssmple dimension is obvious even 
in dense samples.Such an effect is typical 
of every non-hoaogeneoua medium.
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S H E A R I N G  R E S I S T A N C E  O F S A N D

Direot evidence of the aboye considers» 
tions would be obtained by measuring the 
variability of local porosity of actual 
saqtles.Beoeuse of tha lack of appropriate 
aetbods sucb aeasureaent is not «Tailable. 
Basil non-reproduoible scatter of porosity 
throughout tbs height of the ssaple was 
recorded at Imperial College (Bishop and 
Oresn,196$).The use of g -rays as desoribed 
by Roscoe(1967) is not a satisfactory solu
tion becauss it is assumed that in the di
rection of 3> -rays the porosity is hoafrge- 
neous.

The above explanation,based on the ef
fect of struoture have been confirmed, 
aocording to the writer's opinion,by a ee
rie of drained triaxial 1.5" dia compressi
on tests with no sample volume deformations, 
using the same sand as above (Feda,1967). 
During initial stages of these tests (up 
to the axial strain approx.3%) Skempton s 
A-parameter was greater than 1 for tests 
with initial a j-4 kg/cm2 and smaller than 1 
if initial crj = 1 kg/cm2.The mean value of 
A-paraaeter showed a tendency to be lower 
with loose than with dense samples (for 

er'3 = 4 kg/cm2 e.g.:no»39.i!%,A*+1.47; 
*33.B%fA=+2),with the exception of 
gbest initial cell pressure used 10 kg/car 

where no difference due to the sample densi

ty was revealed*

SOKE GENERALIZING CONSIDERATIONS

If the above conclusions are correct, 
they open interesting possibilities for 
solving some problems connected with the 
shearing resistance of granular soils.

Fig.l,e.g.,indicates that the shearing 
strength of saturated sand,if measured for 
a limited range of initial porosities, 
sample dimensions,or cell pressures,may be 
greater,equal to, or smaller than the shea
ring strength of dry sand.The difference 
is due to the structure,which may vary for 
dry abd saturated sand.It iB not necessary 
to introduce the antilubricating effect of 
water in connection with the roughness of 
sand grains (Horn and Deere,1962).

Structure may explain why the strength 
of sand varies in triaxial compression and 
extension tests in soae cases.The dense mo
del aediua in Fig.4 is clearly anisotropic 
and it will react differently if the major 
principal stress is vertical or horizontal. 
In the second oase the strength may be 
smaller.Such results were reported by 
Peltier (1957) and also by Taylor (1941), 
and ,by Taylor,they moreover seemed to be 
influenced by the dimensions and form of 
samples (according to a quotation by Bishop 
and Eldin,1953).This fact indicates the 
influenoe of structure.

The structural effect may^probably also 
explain the ourvature of Mohr's envelope 
(or generally,the stress-path-dependence of 
strength),as observed in some cases with 
current cell pressures,aa an alternative

for the explanation given e.g.by PeJaaan 
(1952).In soas cassa this ourvature a^r only 
be seeaing.owing to the correlation of stre
ngth with the statistically insignificant 
average initial porosity,as is the oase in 
Fig.l.In other caaes it may bs due to the 
dependence of the rate of voluae strain on 
the stress level,because the structure of 
the sample may vary with the value and na
ture of the stress.

CONCLUSIONS

1)The measured anomalies in the shearing 
resistance of dense and loose samples of 
saturated sand may be explained by the 
structure of these samples.

2)The structure of granular medium may be 
assumed to be quasi-crystallic.The distinc
tion of this struoture depends on the natu
re of the sand,presence of water(both these 
factors especially affect the range of po
rosities,i.e.the difference between maximal 
and minimal porosities),dimensions of sam
ples, and the method of their preparation.

3)As an effect of this structure,the ave
rage initial porosity of extremely dense or 
loose samples need not be a statistically 
significant parameter.
4)The assumption of a structural nature of 

granular medium seems to explain simply the 
differences between the shearing strength
of dry and saturated sand,between the re
sults of some compression and extension 
tests,and the curvature of Mohr s envelope 
in some sands.
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